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Pay Now, Pay Later: South Carolina
Elevating South Carolina’s coastal roads, streets, and bridges by 20 inches to avoid flooding
sea waters is expected to cost at least $4.2 billion, plus billions more in sand replenishment
costs.1
Insurance premiums for coastal homes increased 56.4% from 2001-2007 due to predictions
of increased hurricane activity and strength.2
Investment in clean energy would produce approximately 3.5 more jobs per dollar spent
than equivalent investments in fossil fuel energy. 3
According to a new study, a failure to mitigate the effects of climate change could begin
to cause serious gross domestic product and job losses within the next several decades.
Between 2010 and 2050, it could cost South Carolina $24.2 billion in GDP and over 235,000
jobs.*

*GDP numbers are based on a 0% discount rate. Job losses are measured in labor years, or entire years
of fulltime employment. Backus, George et al., “Assessing the Near-Term Risk of Climate Uncertainty:
Interdependencies among the U.S. States,” Sandia Report (Sandia National Laboratories, May 2010),
141. https://cfwebprod.sandia.gov/cfdocs/CCIM/docs/Climate_Risk_Assessment.pdf (accessed
March 23, 2011).
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dmittedly, the effects of climate
change, a complex and intricate phenomenon, are difficult
to predict with precision. Informed
scientific and economic projections, as
we have used in our research, however,
allow us to see that South Carolina
faces significant losses in industries
crucial to its economy if no action is
taken.
Moreover, data shows South Carolina
is poised to benefit from the research,
development, and distribution of
renewable energy technologies. It has
few conventional energy resources,
such as oil and coal, and derives nearly
half of its energy from nuclear power.
Therefore, South Carolina can transition to renewable energy sources more
easily than other states. Should we fail
to take action against climate change,
South Carolina has much to lose.

Pay Later: The Cost of
Inaction
There is ample evidence that South
Carolina will face significant losses as
a result of climate change. Agriculture, forestry, and tourism form the
foundation of the state’s economy;
tourism and travel is responsible for
roughly $18.4 billion each year in
total economic demand.4 Its coastline
is home to major ports of entry and
exit for manufactured goods. Unfortunately, the consequences of climate
change will devastate these industries,
potentially eliminating thousands of
jobs and costing the state billions of
dollars in lost revenue.

Costs to Coastal Communities, as
well as Tourism and Recreation
Every year, approximately 30 million
tourists flock to South Carolina’s
beaches and forested areas. As such,
tourism is one of the state’s most
profitable industries. In 2007, it was
responsible for approximately 10% of
the state’s jobs, generated $18.4 billion
in business, and contributed $1.2
billion in state and local taxes.5

With nearly 2,900 miles of shoreline,
South Carolina is jeopardized by
rising seas. The coast houses $150
billion in insured South Carolinian
coastal property and threatens
nearly a quarter of state residents.6

The coastal counties of Horry,
Charleston, and Beaufort provide
60% of the state’s tourism revenue.7
However, rising sea levels, intensifying
storms, floods, and heat waves will
make South Carolina a less attractive
tourist destination. Furthermore, the
National Wildlife Federation estimates
that climate change will endanger
the jobs of the 39,700 state residents
who work in the hunting, wildlife
watching, and fishing industries which
contribute $2.1 billion annually.8
A hub for international trade, South
Carolina’s ports contributed $18.5
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billion to the state’s gross state
product (GSP), generated $11.7
billion in take home pay, and
created 260,800 jobs in 2007.9 Given
a warmer climate and its consequences,
these ports (including Charleston) will
have to implement several readjustment projects, which may cost tens of
billions of dollars.10
To protect its developed coastal areas
from rising sea levels, South Carolina
will need to develop an intricate
system of bulkheads and dams.
Elevating coastal roads, streets, and
bridges in the southeast by 20 inches is
estimated to cost at least $4.2 billion,
and concomitant sand replacement projects are predicted to cost
as much as $8.8 billion in South
Carolina.11

accounts for around $17 billion
annually and employs approximately 115,000 South Carolinians.
The state’s forestry industry generates $11 billion per year and employs
approximately 84,000 residents.12
Climate change will devastate both
industries, leaving South Carolina
desperate to recover the lost profits.
Expected temperature increases are
likely to hasten the maturation of
plants, thus reducing their total yield
potential. The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency projects that South
Carolina’s soybean and wheat yields
will fall by 42%, and its corn yields
by 32%, should rising temperatures
exceed the tolerance of the crops.13

South Carolinan Labor
Force Projected to be
Directly Affected
11%

Costs to Agriculture and Forestry

Furthermore, pests and plant diseases
often coincide with extreme and
anomalous weather such as early or
late rains and increased humidity.
Moreover, the rise in global temperatures may make South Carolina’s
climate inhospitable to the crops it
currently produces and will increase
the state’s susceptibility to drought,
floods, wind erosion, and reduced
rainfall—all of which could devastate
the state’s forestry and agriculture
sectors. As a result, those employed in
the state’s tourism, recreation, agricultural, and forestry industries will be
disproportionately affected by climate
change.

Costs to South Carolinians
If recent trends are an indicator, state
residents will feel the effects of climate
change economically. “Between
2001 and 2006, homeowner insurance premiums in South Carolina
climbed an average of 56.4%.”15
As climate change is expected to
enhance the destructive capabilities
of subsequent hurricanes and tropical
storms, insurance agencies are casting
a nervous eye on coastal properties.16
Problematic for the public at large,
only one insurer continues to cover
wind damage costs.17 South Carolinians may also have to ration their water
usage.18

Pay Now: The Benefits
of Taking Action
Since South Carolina lacks the
capacity to produce conventional
energy, it can transition more easily
to green energy. Furthermore, South
Carolina currently generates 48.9% of
its energy using nuclear power (coal

Agriculture and forestry account for
14.8% and 9.6% of South Carolina’s
GSP, respectively. One-quarter of
the state’s 19 million acres has been
converted to farmland; agriculture
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis14
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accounts for nearly all of the remainder), and as a smaller state with correspondingly small energy demands, South Carolina will have an easier time
weaning itself off of fossil fuels than other states.19
South Carolina would benefit greatly if it chose to develop a wind turbine
construction industry. Depending on the level of investment, the development of
an offshore wind farm in southern South Carolina could create anywhere from
939 to 1,789 jobs and contribute $47-96 million to the state’s economy.20
South Carolina will also benefit from the implementation of a nation-wide renewable energy plan. Companies that are contracted to build wind turbines could hire
approximately 5,000 South Carolinians and attract over $1.65 billion in investments.21

Conclusion
South Carolina must consider action on climate change not just in terms of cost,
but also in terms of opportunities. If we give South Carolina’s population, businesses, and investors clear and consistent signals by properly offering initiatives
and cultivating demand, investment and innovation in renewable technologies will
follow.
South Carolinians will have to pay for the effects of climate change. The only
remaining question is whether they will pay now, or pay later and run the risk of paying significantly more.
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